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2Methodology

Dedicated quantitative study for
Banking 4.0:

• 604 participants, over 18 years old, urban
representative for persons that own a
banking card

• Data collected through Research Romania
online panel, in November 2018

• Error degree +/- 3.99, trust level 95%
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What would make customers 
change their current bank?
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B4. What services do you think a modern bank offers? Multiple choice N=990

iSense Solutions Modern Bank study, September 2018  

69% a modern 

bank has no 
taxes
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no taxes for account 
administration

35%

Would change their bank for…

Q10. Which of the following reasons would make you change the bank you use currently?
Multiple choice N=604
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Q19_b. What services do you consider that a bank should charge for? 
Multiple choice N=604

Still, customers consider a bank should charge for…

74% Premium services (access to VIP lounge at the airport)

49% Replacement of card (in case of loss or deterioration)

35% Loans
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2 in 10 
would change a bank for:

Technologies
&

Innovation

Q10. Which of the following would make you change the bank you use currently?
Multiple choice N=604
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B4. Services you associated with a modern bank? Multiple choice N=1000

Technologies associated with modern banks

60%

59%

53%

47%

47%

43%

42%

39%

32%

MOBILE APP

CONTACTLESS PAYMENT

ONLINE CONTRACTING

I CAN CHANGE MY OWN SECURITY SETTINGS 

DIRECT DEBIT 

ONLINE EXCHANGE

SELF-BANKING

SAVING PAYMENTS IN THE APP

VIRTUAL CARDS 



61% Pay taxes

45% Buy vignettes

42% Pay utilities (electricity, gas)

39% RCA 

35% Parking

27% Life insurance 

Functionalities wanted from a mobile app

Q11. what other services would you like to be available on your mobile app? Multiple choice 

N=472, use a banking app

24% Open a deposit 

22% Loans

21% Shopping/ Transport

14% Donations 

9% Buying Crypto coins
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A modern bank means: 76% fastness



Customers believe that…

Q19. How much do you agree with the following? Multiple choice N=604

80% Paying contactless makes their lives easier 

73% Biometric cards could make their lives easier 

62% Intelligent banking systems (robots) help solving issues faster
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11%
instant payment

service

Would change the current bank for…

Q10. Which of the following reasons would make you change the bank you use currently?
Multiple choice N=604
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A modern bank helps me not to waste time.



3 out of 10 
Romanians

know the biometric card 
concept.

Q12. Have you heard about biometric cards? N=604

Q14. Now you heard more info about it, would you be interested in using it if it was available in 
Romania? N=604

7 out of 10 would like 
to use it after finding out 

about it.



Q15. If one of the banks would offer such a product, how interested would you be into 
changing the current bank? Unique choice
N=604

11% 
Would change 

the current bank
(16% from those that intend 

to use a biometric card)

How willing are customers to change their 
current bank for a biometric card?



What would convince them to use biometric cards 

Q17. what would convince you to use such a card if this was available in Romania? Multiple choice N=449, would use biometrics

71% It can only be used with my fingerprint

70% Account safety (in case of loss)

64% Reduced risk of fraud

48% Issued by a well known bank
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Even if customers 
want a modern 

bank to be 
innovative, it 

should also be 
trustworthy.
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Q9. What are the reasons you chose the bank you currently use most often? 
Multiple choice N= 604

I would use most often a bank if it is

58% 
Trustworthy
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73%  Safe

64% Transparent

B3. How would you describe a modern bank? Multiple choice N= 1000

A modern bank is...

“A modern bank is transparent. 
Open in the relationship with its customers..”



Q19. How much do you agree with the following? Multiple choice N=604

75% Banks in Romania

are not ready for a cyber-
attack

57% Banks in Romania

suffered a cyber-attack at
least once

Customers think that…



Top 3 safety actions to protect against cyber attacks

53% Offer clients instructions on

how to prevent cyber-attacks

52% Use artificial intelligence to

protect against hackers

Q20. What actions do you think banks in Romania should take in 
order to protect against cyber attacks? Multiple choice N=604



• Are careful with your “consumer’s pocket”
• Innovate and use technology with the purpose of 

making consumer’s life easier. 
• Top technologies associated with modern banks:

- mobile app
- contactless payment
- online contracting of services

In conclusion…

You can win clients as a modern bank if you:

• Are fast and offer instant payment
• Introduce biometrics
• Offer trustworthiness and transparency
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www.iSenseSolutions.ro & facebook.com/iSenseSolutions
www.ResearchRomania.ro & facebook.com/researchromania.ro

Dr. Traian Nastase
Managing Partner

+40723.29.29.38
www.traiannastase.ro

Dr. Andrei Canda
Managing Partner

+40720.054.231

Thank you!

http://www.researchromania.ro/
https://www.facebook.com/researchromania.ro/
http://www.traiannastase.ro/

